**Editor’s Introduction**

Marla Morris  
*Doubt: What Broadway Can Teach Educators*

**Feature Articles**

Alan A. Block  
*The Following May Eat: Part One*

Mary Aswell Doll  
*Capacity and Currere*

Diane Zigo & Michael Moore  
*Chicken Soup for the Science Fiction Soul: Breaking the Genre Lock in the High School Literacy Experience*

Alberto J. Rodriguez  
*Rejecting Mediocrity and the Politics of Domestication*

Julia Rose  
*Melancholia to Mourning: Commemorative Representations of Slave Dwellings in South Louisiana Historical Plantations*

Kaustuv Roy  
*The Politics of Freedom: A Spinozian Critique*

Gerard Shaw  
*Facing Aggression in the Pedagogical Relationship: Lessons from Fencing and Psychoanalysis*

Robert L. Smith  
*Abstract Expressionism and Imaginative Curriculum*

Gaile S. Cannella & Radhika Viruru  
*Section Introduction*

Jeanette Rhedding-Jones  
*Decentering Anglo-American Curricular Power in Early Childhood Education: Learning, Culture, and “Child Development” in Higher Education Coursework*
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